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Smooth and soothing music, with a light touch of sophistication, that stirs the imagination and drifts you

toward a state of relaxation. 12 MP3 Songs EASY LISTENING: Mood Music, NEW AGE: New Age

Details: "Music is my canvas, and I paint what my heart and soul feels." Fred Deaguero, Jr.'s debut music

CD, "NOCTURNAL TIDES," is a smooth and relaxing blend of twelve (12) original New Age/Instrumental

music selections, for all ages. The music on this CD has been said to not only calm, but also stir the

imagination of places afar or having one reflect upon tapestries of their life. Influenced by such artists as

Jim Brickman, John Tesh, Kenny G., and David Sanborn, just to name a few, Fred's debut music release

not only features his songwriting talents, but also shows his abilities to solely perform, develop, mix and

produce music. Beginning with the picturesque "Scenic Passages", leading to the upbeat instrumental

"What A Wonderful Day", and progressing to his light but moderate styling of "Until There Came You",

and drifting to the mesmerizing sounds and music in "Gentle Wind", "Twilight Echoes", and "Nocturnal

Tides", a sense of relaxation will take place, that leads you to an ultimate state of calm by the last song,

"'Till We Meet Again (A Tribute and Remembrance)". Although having written over 100 songs, and played

music for over 30 years, Fred looks upon himself as being an "unknown musician." Over the years, family

and friends have encouraged him to accomplish what he has now finally done - release an album for

everyone to hear. In fact, some years ago, Fred publicly performed on the keyboard, clarinet, and

trombone. He even competed in a music contest (held aboard a military base he was stationed, when in

the active military), placing sixth in a field of over two dozen performers. Fred is currently working on his

next music CD, scheduled for release in Spring of 2006. This debut music CD available worldwide with a

number of online digital music companies. Go ahead, give a listen. We believe you will be pleasantly

surprised with this solo CD production by Fred Deaguero, Jr.
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